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recreational vehicle,  

usually shortened as   

RV, is a motor    

vehicle or trailer   

which includes  

living quarters designed for    

convenience. The first RVs    

were invented around 1915.    

Originally they were cars with     

a bed. As time went on, they       

got more and more improved     

to the point of being     

equivalents to a normal house.     

RVs usually include a small     

kitchen, a bathroom, and one     

or more bedrooms.  

Living in an RV includes many      

advantages. One of them is     

that you can move openly     

everywhere you want. Each    

day of the week you can be in a         

different city or even a     

country. 

  

However, living in an RV isn't      

flawless. There are multiple    

struggles when living in one,     

like the significant   

maintenance costs. What is    

more, a little space inside the      

“house” might be a huge     

disadvantage for someone who    

loves gathering different   

things.  

Referring to our article, today     

I interviewed a friend of mine      

Mr. Smith who lives in an RV.       

During the interview, he said a      

lot of fascinating things about     

the way he lives, “I’ve been      

living like this for roughly 2      

years now.” When questioned    

about his views on it he said       

that purchasing an RV was one      

of his best choices, because     

even before buying it he was      

working from home so it was      

an excellent transition for him.     

After he was asked about how      

he lives he declared this “I love       

traveling around and always    

wanted to live a traveling     

lifestyle.” However, he also    

said that the only thing he      

doesn’t like about owning an     

RV is the small storage for      

food which forces him to do      

the shopping almost every day.     

Mr. Smith also complains    

about the costs of repairs     

which are usually very high.     

But he also states that despite      

all the imperfections, he loves     

to live like this anyway.  

When asked about the best     

experience of traveling in an     

RV he told me about a road       

trip to Germany for one week.      

During that time he visited the      

majestic Neuschwanstein  

castle and Burg Eltz. He     

toured cities and towns such     

as Berlin, Frankfurt. Munich,    

Nuremberg, Bonn, and much    

more. He also visited the most      

important landmarks such as    

the Brandenburg gate or the     

Sanssouci Palace.  

 

As the article comes to an end,       

it seems that such a     

recreational vehicle is a great     

idea for adventurers who look     

for a convenient way of traveling      

regardless of the price. So if you       

are keen on adventure, sell your      

house and buy an RV! 

 


